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ABSTRACT
Sexual minority identity (bisexual, lesbian) is a known risk factor for depression in women. This
study examines a facet of minority stress prevalent among women—sexual identity mobility—as
an identity-related contributor to higher levels of depressive symptoms. We used three waves of
data from the Chicago Health and Life Experiences of Women (CHLEW) study, a longitudinal
study of sexual minority women (N = 306). Random effects OLS regression models were
constructed to examine the effect of sexual-identity changes on depressive symptoms. We found
that 25.6% of the sample reported a sexual-identity change between Wave I and Wave II, and
24.91% reported a sexual identity change between Waves II and III. Women who reported a
change in sexual identity also reported more depressive symptoms subsequent to identity change.
This effect was moderated by the number of years participants’ had reported their baseline
identity and by whether the participant had initiated a romantic relationship with a male partner.
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Previous research has documented that sexual minority–identified (e.g., lesbian, bisexual,
mostly heterosexual) women report higher rates of depressive disorders compared to
heterosexual women (Bostwick, 2012; Cochran, Greer, & Mays, 2003; Diamant & Wold, 2003;
Marshal et al., 2011). Minority stress theory posits that disparities in mental health among sexual
minorities are due to exposure to stigma-related stressors (Hatzenbuehler, Phelan, & Link, 2013;
Meyer, 1995, 2003). Sources of sexual-minority stress include victimization, discrimination, and
negative feelings regarding one’s own sexual orientation (i.e., internalized homophobia)
(Burgess et al., 2007; Feinstein, Goldfried, and Davila, 2012; Hatzenbuehler et al., 2010; Herek,
Gillis, & Cogan, 1999). Studies have shown that, among sexual minorities, these sources of
stress are associated with poorer mental health outcomes; however, sexual orientation disparities
in mental health often persist even after adjusting for these factors (Burton et al., 2013; Marshal
et al., 2011; Matthews et al., 2002; McLaughlin et al., 2012; Russell & Joyner, 2001).
This study focuses on an understudied aspect of minority stress prevalent among
women—sexual-identity mobility—as a potentially important factor that contributes to
depressive symptoms. Sexual-identity mobility is defined as “changes in self-reported sexual
orientation” (Ott et al., 2011, p. 520), which includes changes to a more same-gender/sex
oriented identity or to a less same-gender/sex oriented identity1. Changes in sexual identity
appear to be much more common among women than among men (Everett, 2015; Mock &
Eibach, 2012; Ott et al., 2011; Savin-Williams et al., 2012), and women are more likely than
men to report changes in their sexual identity later in life (Calzo, Antonucci, Mays, & Cochran,
2011).

1

Because the effects of gender versus sex are often difficult to disentangle, following Van
Anders (2015), we use the term “gender/sex” throughout the paper.
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Although previous research has examined mental health outcomes following identity
disclosure or “coming-out” among sexual minorities (Chaudoir & Fisher, 2010; Maguen, Floyd,
Bakeman, & Armistead, 2002), fewer studies have examined the impact of sexual-identity
mobility on sexual minority women’s mental health. Further, extant research investigating the
relationship between identity mobility and mental health has relied almost exclusively on
samples of adolescents and young adults, thus results may not be generalizable to individuals in
other life stages (Everett, 2015; Needham, 2012).
Although not uncommon among women (Diamond, 2000; 2008), sexual-identity mobility
that is reported in middle and older adulthood falls outside normative expectations for when
sexual identity development is typically reported to occur, i.e., in adolescence or young
adulthood (Floyd & Bakeman, 2006; Rosario et al., 2001; Valentine, Skelton, & Butler, 2003).
Changes outside the expected period of sexual orientation development may therefore have a
greater impact on women’s mental health. Sexual-identity changes in adulthood may be further
complicated by longer periods of identifying with a baseline identity and higher levels of identity
disclosure to friends and family members, making such changes more psychologically
distressing. This study addresses an important gap in the literature by examining the impact of
sexual-identity mobility on depressive symptoms using a longitudinal sample of adult sexual
minority women. Moreover, we examine whether the impact of identity change varies according
to other important identity-related characteristics, including the number of years spent
identifying with the most recent baseline sexual identity, level of identity disclosure to family
members, and initiation of romantic relationships with male and female partners.
Sexual-Identity Development
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Early theories of sexual identity development, largely put forth in the 1980s, suggested
that sexual orientation development is a linear process whereby individuals become aware of
their same-gender/sex attraction in early adolescence, begin to engage in same-gender/sex
romantic and sexual relationships, and eventually come to identify with a lesbian identity in early
adulthood (Cass, 1979; Coleman, 1982; Troiden, 1988). These theories characterize transition
periods that involve identity change as being particularly distressing, given that individuals may
experience high levels of cognitive dissonance (e.g., the stress associated with incongruence
between identity and behavior) before they self-ascribe a lesbian identity. Increasingly, however,
researchers (Diamond, 2007; Savin-Williams, Joyner, & Rieger, 2012) have criticized these early
models on a number of grounds. For example, early stage-process models do not account for
high levels of documented sexual fluidity across the life course (see e.g., Diamond, 2008). In
addition, the models do not account for subsequent changes toward more heterosexually oriented
identities.
Stage-process models also do not adequately account for bisexual identity development
among persons who maintain attractions to both men and women over time as an end-stage
identity. Traditional stage-based models largely ignore women who do not identify as
exclusively heterosexual or exclusively lesbian. Indeed, bisexual women’s sexuality is often seen
as invalid or temporary. As such bisexual women often face high levels of stigma and exclusion,
not only from heterosexual populations but also from and gay and lesbian populations and
organizations—factors that are believed to be linked to bisexual women’s poorer mental health
profiles (Mulick & Wright, 2002). More recently researchers have articulated the need for
recognizing bisexual women as a distinct sexual minority group, separate from lesbians—not
only because of the large number of women who identify with these labels, but also because a
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growing body of research has shown that bisexual and mostly heterosexual women report higher
rates of risk behaviors and poorer mental health (Bostwick et al., 2010; Fredriksen-Goldsen et
al., 2010; Cochran and Mays, 2009; Hughes, Wilsnack, & Kristjanson, 2015; McCabe, Hughes,
& Boyd, 2004).
In response to limitations of stage-process models, new theories of sexual orientation
development have been proposed which emphasize that personal experiences and the social
environment influence the timing and pattern of an individual’s sexual-identity development
(Horowitz & Newcomb, 2002; Rosario, Scrimshaw, & Hunter, 2008; Savin-Williams, 2011). For
example, in outlining Sexual Configurations Theory, van Anders (2015) argues that sexuality
scholars should adopt a “fundamentally dynamic perspective where change is central rather than
peripheral, irrelevant, or aberrant” (pg 1179). Additionally, Diamond’s (2003) bio-behavioral
model of sexual orientation emphasizes that sexual orientation is not based solely on sexual
desire, but also on romantic desire; individuals may develop romantic feelings for persons whose
gender/sex is congruent or incongruent with their sexual-orientation identity. This is particularly
true of women, who show greater flexibility in their sexual and emotional responses (Chivers et
al., 2004) and are more likely than men to form romantic relationships with friends (Diamond,
2003). For women, high levels of sexual-identity mobility may be linked to changes in romantic
relationships and the gender/sex of their partners rather than to changes in sexual attraction or
desire.

Identity Change and Mental Health
Identity theory emphasizes the importance of internal and external alignment in identity
standards, which are defined by the set of meanings attached to an identity and an individual’s
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perceptions of how they are performing an identity (Burke & Tully, 1977; Burke, 1980, 1991;
Stryker & Burke, 2000). Social identities and their corresponding identity standards are known
before individuals self-ascribe them and are often adopted by persons as a strategy to validate
their internal evaluation of whom they perceive themselves to be. Performing up to the standards
of one’s in-group allows an individual to feel validated as a “good” group member. Additionally,
social identities are an important organizing feature of social life: they connect individuals to
other individuals, help them to identify support networks, and validate in-group norms (Haslam
et al., 2008). The validation of in-group norms is of particular importance for marginalized
groups such as sexual minorities, who are often confronted with external sources of stigma and
discrimination that may threaten their identities (Mossakowski, 2003; Ramirez-Valles et al.,
2010; Rosario et al., 2006). Important for the current work, misalignments between the external
identity standard and individuals’ internal evaluations of their performance of the identity are
believed to result in psychological distress (Burke, 2006).
Identity control theory (Burke, 2006) suggests that changes in identity are often
precipitated by high levels of cognitive dissonance between an identity standard and an
individual’s internal evaluation of how they are performing relative to that standard. Periods of
heightened dissonance are hypothesized to be associated with psychological distress. As a result,
individuals who are unable or unwilling to maintain identity standards may decide to redefine
their identity to reduce dissonance and psychological distress. Although in the long-term these
changes may improve an individual’s mental health, in the short-term, such identity changes are
associated with cognitive and emotional disruptions as individuals attempt to navigate the
reconfiguration of self-relevant schemas and related social support networks. Previous research
has shown that, in general, changes in identity status are associated with poorer mental health
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outcomes compared to individuals who maintain stable identities (Bonanno, Papa, & O’Neill,
2001; Haslam et al., 2008; Iyer & Jetten, 2011).
According to social identity theory (Tajfel & Turner, 1979, 2004), the impact of identity
changes on mental health may be dependent upon the amount of time an individual has identified
in a particular way, as well as the extent to which an individual has externally committed to that
identity. Although the extant literature suggests that identity commitments and stability are
generally protective (Iyer et al., 2009; Schnittker & McLeod, 2005; Sellers et al., 2003, 2006),
the longer individuals have spent committed to a particular identity, the more disruptive an
identity transition may be. Identity transitions from long-held identity commitments are likely to
involve more extensive reconfigurations of self-relevant schemas. Moreover, individuals who
report higher levels of external identity commitment may find that identity transitions are met
with higher levels of rejection from in-group members. Social rejection resulting in a loss of
social support may also precipitate reconfigurations related to a sense of self. Social rejection in
and of itself is known to contribute to psychosocial distress (e.g., Twenge et al., 2003).

Identity Change and Sexual Orientation
For sexual minority women, the stress associated with changes in identity may be
exacerbated by the unique social position of lesbian and bisexual women in the larger social
structure. For sexual minorities, sexual-orientation often develops within a larger heterosexist
and homophobic cultural context (Hatzenbuehler et al., 2013). In addition, sexual minority
women are often vulnerable to additional risk exposures (e.g., victimization) pertinent for
psychological functioning that have been shown to influence the the timing and pattern of sexual
identity development (Rosario, Scrimshaw, & Hunter, 2008). Moreover, changes in sexual
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identity may be met with rejection from peers, friends, and/or family members, regardless of
whether the change is toward a more same-gender/sex oriented identity (D’Augelli, Hershberger,
& Pilkington, 1998; Floyd & Bakeman, 2006) or a less same-gender/sex oriented identity
(Diamond, 2003; Tabatabai & Linders, 2011). To be sure, sexual minorities as a group continue
to face high levels of stigma and discrimination and yet persist in demanding social recognition
and legitimization of their identities and relationships. Because of that demand, transitioning
from a more same-sex-oriented identity toward a more opposite-gender/sex one may be viewed
as reinforcing negative stereotypes about sexual minorities and result in social rejection from
both in-group peers and out-group members. Formerly bisexual and lesbian-identified women
who reported changes in identity toward less same-sex-oriented identities indicated stress related
to the perception that their identity change was validating negative stereotypes that their samegender/sex sexuality was “just a phase” (Diamond, 2003; Tabatabai & Linders, 2011). Thus,
although changes toward less same-gender/sex-oriented identities may result in fewer instances
of discrimination and stigma from out-group members (i.e., heterosexuals), such changes may be
associated with increased rejection from sexual minority in-group peers, particularly for
individuals who have identified as sexual minority for extended periods of time and/or those with
high levels of external identity commitment to their long-held sexual minority identity.
The motivations for changes in sexual identity have been hard to characterize (Diamond,
2008); however, one possible predictor may be changes in relationship status. Identity theory
acknowledges that although individuals maintain multiple identities, each with different degrees
of salience at any given time, interactions with one’s primary social network are a motivator of
identity stability versus change (Stryker & Serpe, 1982). Moreover, changes in social networks
can sometimes be catalysts of identity change (McFarland & Pals, 2005). Specifically, change in
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the gender/sex of an individual’s romantic partner may be a strong predictor of sexual-identity
mobility because such a change is motivated by the desire to reduce cognitive dissonance.
Because changes in the gender/sex of relationship partners are readily observable, it may be that
such changes are more likely to spur identity changes than are variations in covert aspects of
sexual orientation, such as the gender/sex of persons to which an individual is typically attracted.
By reducing cognitive dissonance, these changes therefore may be protective and work to
improve mental health, rather than detrimental. Regardless, self-ascribed changes in sexual
identity may be ultimately protective for cognitive consistency and facilitate improved mental
health.
Regardless of the precipitating factors influencing change, transitions in sexual identity
may impact mental health, either via a temporary cognitive interruption and subsequent
adjustment period or via a potentially longer-lasting and more damaging major loss in social
support. The effect of identity change on mental health functioning, however, may differ
depending on the amount of time spent identifying as a sexual minority member and the level of
external commitment to that identity. Therefore, based on prior research and theory, we posit that
the greater the time spent identifying as a sexual minority, the higher the levels of external
commitment to a sexual minority identity will be, resulting in greater psychological distress if a
change is reported. One important indicator of external commitment is sexual orientation
disclosure to friends and family. Disclosure is seen as a vital step in minority sexual-identity
integration (Floyd & Bakeman, 2006; Floyd & Stein, 2002; Maguen et al., 2002). Disclosure, in
particular to family members, may be considered an important marker of external identity
commitment due to the documented risks of rejection when informing family members of one’s
lesbian or bisexual identity (Corrigan & Matthews, 2003; D’Augelli & Grossman, 2001;
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D’Augelli, Hershberger, & Pilkington, 1998). Thus, when changes are toward less samegender/sex-oriented identities, sexual minority persons who have disclosed their sexual identity
to many people may experience greater psychological distress. For individuals who report
changes toward more same-gender/sex-oriented identities, higher levels of disclosure may be
protective and ease the transition to an exclusively or mostly lesbian identity.
To date, research that has examined the relationship between sexual-identity mobility and
psychological distress has focused entirely on the developmental period of adolescence and
emerging adulthood. For example, in a longitudinal study of attraction trajectories in
adolescence, Needham (2012) found that girls who reported stable bisexual/lesbian attractions
and those that transitioned to bisexual/lesbian attractions had higher levels of depressive
symptoms at baseline than girls who reported stable heterosexual attractions, but that these
differences did not increase over time. By contrast, no differences were found between stableheterosexual and lesbian/bisexual-attracted girls who transitioned to heterosexual attraction
(Needham 2012). Rosario, Scrimshaw and Hunter (2011), however, found that variations in
adolescent sexual identity development were ultimately unrelated to reports of depressive
symptoms, anxiety, or self-esteem. Nevertheless, changes toward greater identity integration
were associated with better psychological adjustment and youth who consistently reported high
levels of identity integration reported lower corresponding levels of psychological distress
(Rosario et al., 2011). Finally, a recent study of identity change in emerging adulthood (Everett,
2015) found that, during the transition from adolescence-to-young adulthood, changes toward
more same-sex-oriented identities were linked to higher levels of depressive symptoms, but that
there were no negative effects for identity shifts toward less same-gender/sex-oriented identities.
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To our knowledge, no research has examined the effects of identity mobility among adult
sexual minority women. This gap in the literature is particularly problematic given that identity
shifts that occur outside of adolescence or young adulthood violate normative expectations for
the development of sexual orientation and thus may be particularly distressing. The longitudinal
data used in the study affords a unique opportunity to examine the impact of other important
identity-related characteristics (e.g., identity commitment, disclosure, relationship status) on the
expected association between sexual-identity mobility and depressive symptoms. Given the high
likelihood of identity changes over the life course among sexual-minority women, understanding
relations among identity transitions and mental health outcomes may yield important insights
into transition periods of greater risk for poorer mental health. Using data from the Chicago
Health and Life Experiences of Women (CHLEW) longitudinal study of adult sexual-minority
women, this study investigated the relationship between sexual-identity mobility and
psychological distress using depressive symptoms as the mental health indicator. We tested the
following hypotheses: 1) Adult sexual minority women who report sexual-identity mobility,
regardless of the direction of change, will report higher subsequent levels of depressive
symptoms; 2) The negative effect of change toward more same-gender/sex-oriented identities
will be weaker among women with higher levels of external identity commitment, measured via
sexual-identity disclosure, whereas negative effects of change toward less same-gender/sexoriented identities will be stronger among women with higher external identity commitment; 3)
Women will report greater psychological distress as a result of identity change as the number of
years they identified with their previous sexual identity increases; and 4) Sexual minority women
reporting a recent identity change and a new romantic relationship with a male partner will report
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greater psychological distress than women who report a recent identity change and a new
romantic relationship with a female partner.

DATA AND METHODS
Data
The CHLEW is a 3-wave 10-year longitudinal study of adult sexual-minority women.
Data collection began in the greater Chicago metropolitan area in 2000, using a broad range of
recruitment sources and strategies to enroll a diverse sample of 447 English-speaking women,
ages 18 and older, who self-identified as lesbian (exclusively or mostly) at baseline. Strenuous
efforts were made to maximize CHLEW sample representativeness by including subgroups of
lesbians underrepresented in most studies of lesbian health (i.e., aged under 25 and over 50, high
school education or less, racial/ethnic minority). The study was advertised in local newspapers,
on Internet listservs, and on flyers posted in churches and bookstores; information about the
study was also distributed to individuals and organizations via formal and informal social events
and social networks. Other recruitment sources included clusters of social networks (e.g., formal
community-based organizations and informal community social groups) and individual social
networks, including those of women who participated in the study. Interested women were
invited to call the project office to complete a short telephone interview. Participants who
reported being heterosexual, mostly heterosexual, bisexual, or transgender at Wave I were not
eligible to participate. Although bisexual women were screened out in the telephone interview, a
small minority of the sample self-identified as bisexual in subsequent baseline interviews. The
baseline sample included women ages 18–82 years old; less than one-half of the baseline sample
was white. The CHLEW Wave II survey (2004–2005) had a response rate of 86%, and the Wave
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III survey (2011–2012) a response rate of 79%. The current sample is restricted to women who
were interviewed at all three waves of data collection and did not have missing data on key
variables. The final sample size is 306 participants.

Measures
Sexual-Identity Mobility
A measure of sexual-identity mobility was created using responses to the sexualorientation question in the three waves of data. At each assessment, participants were asked
whether they identify as “exclusively heterosexual, mostly heterosexual, bisexual, mostly
lesbian, or exclusively lesbian.” Responses were used to construct three dichotomous variables
that captured whether participants reported change toward (a) a more same-gender/sex-oriented
identity between Waves I and II; (b) a less same-gender/sex-oriented identity between Waves I
and II; or (c) a stable identity across Waves I and II (referent). A similar variable was created for
changes between Waves II and III: participants were coded as reporting change toward (a) a
more same-gender/sex-oriented identity between Waves II and III, (b) a less same-gender/sexoriented identity between Waves II and III, or (c) a stable identity between Waves II and III
(referent).

Dependent Variables
Questions about depressive symptoms were asked of participants at all three waves of the
survey. The questions were from the major depressive episode section of the National Institute of
Mental Health Diagnostic Interview Schedule (Robins et al., 1981). The questions asked “Since
your last interview, have there been two weeks or more during which you 1) felt sad, blue,
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depressed, or when you lost all interest and pleasure in things you usually cared about; 2) you
lost your appetite, whether or not you continued to eat the same amount of food; 3) you lost
weight without trying—as much as two pounds a week for several weeks, or as much as ten
pounds or more altogether; 4) you gained as much as two pounds a week for several weeks, or
ten pounds or more altogether; 5) when nearly every night you had trouble with sleeping:
waking up too early, or sleeping too much, not staying asleep, or trouble falling asleep; 6) when
you felt tired all the time even when you had not been working very hard; 7) when nearly every
day you had to be moving all the time; that is, you couldn’t sit still, and paced up and down; 8)
when you talked or moved more slowly than is normal for you; 9) when your interest in sex was
a lot less than usual; 10) when you felt worthless, sinful, or guilty; 11) when nearly every day
your thoughts came much slowly than usual or seemed mixed up, or you had a lot more trouble
concentrating than is usual for you?” Participants responded “yes” or “no” to each question, and
“yes” responses were summed into a scale that ranged from 0 to 11. Cronbach’s alpha for this
scale ranged from .82 to .85 across waves of data collection.
We also created a dichotomous measure following clinical guidelines for major
depressive episode in the DSM-V (APA 2013). Participants who met the criteria reported 1) at
least five depressive symptoms in a two-week period; 2) one of these indicators was having felt
sad, blue, depressed, or having lost interest in things they usually cared about; and 3) these
symptoms interfered with the participant’s daily life. Participants who met the criteria were
coded as 1 and those who did not were coded as 0.

Moderating Variables
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We examined the effect of several moderating variables to assess whether the effect of
identity mobility varied by levels of external commitment (number of people to whom the
participant had disclosed their identity), age, number of years the participant’s baseline identity
was maintained, and change in the reported gender/sex of relationship partners.
The number of years participants had maintained their most recent reported sexual
identity (at baseline) was included for both the Wave I-to-II and Wave II-to-III sub-samples. At
Wave I, this measure was created using a survey item that asked, “How old were you when you
first identified as [identity reported at time of interview]?” Participants’ responses were
subtracted from their age at Wave I; years ranged from 0 to 53. At Wave II, this variable was
created from a survey item that asked participants, “How long have you identified as [reported
identity at time of interview]?” The range at Wave 2 was 0 to 58 years. Variables were then
mean-centered; the resulting range was from -23.42 to 36.94.
Sexual orientation disclosure to family members was measured at Waves I and II using a
series of questions that asked participants to report whether their mother (living or not living)
knew that they were lesbian/mostly lesbian/bisexual and whether their father (living or not
living) knew that they were lesbian/mostly lesbian/bisexual. Participants were also asked how
many siblings they had and the number who knew that they were lesbian/mostly
lesbian/bisexual. Because family size varied among participants, this item was coded as the total
proportion of family members to whom the participant had disclosed their identity and ranged
from 0 to 1. This variable was then mean-centered and ranged from -.75 to .24.
Initiating a romantic relationship with a man or woman was measured using responses to
a series of questions that asked, “Since the time of the last interview, have you experienced a
change in your relationship status?” Participants were coded as initiating a new romantic
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relationship if they reported that since the last interview they began “living with a partner in a
committed relationship that lasted at least one year” or were in a “committed relationship that
had lasted at least one year, but not living with partner.” Participants were also asked to identify
the gender/sex of the committed relationship partner. Two dummy variables were created, one
that captured whether a participant initiated a relationship with a woman between study waves
and another that indicated if a participant initiated a relationship with a man between study
waves.

Controls
We controlled for sexual orientation identity at Wave I. Because participants were recruited into
the study based on minority sexual identity, all participants in the current analyses identified as
exclusively gay/lesbian, mostly gay/lesbian, or bisexual (referent) at baseline. We controlled for
age at Wave 1 of the survey, which ranged from 18 to 82 years. Race/ethnicity was coded as a
series of dummy variables to indicate whether participants’ self-reported race/ethnicity was
white (referent), black, Latina, or something else. Education was coded as a series of dummy
variables that captured whether participants reported their highest level of education was a high
school degree or less, some college, or a college degree or greater (referent). We also controlled
for cohabitation status at Waves I and II using a series of dummy variables that captured whether
participants were single, in a non-cohabiting committed relationship, or in a cohabiting
relationship (referent).

Analytic Plan
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First, we present descriptive statistics for the overall sample. Second we present
descriptive information for our measures of psychological distress separately for participants
whose sexual orientation identity remained stable and, alternatively, those whose identity
changed over time (sexual-identity mobility).
Third, we used multi-level, random-effects OLS regression models to examine the
association between identity change and depressive symptoms. To account for non-independence
of error terms, waves of data collection were nested within individuals. Because the independent
variable captures change in identity status between waves, despite collecting three waves of data,
there are only two time points at which the independent variable (identity change) is observed.
To ensure the correct time-ordering effects, all baseline moderating variables and covariates
were time-lagged to predict subsequent levels of depressive symptoms at the following wave. As
a result, although there are three waves of data, only two data points were used in the models,
resulting in 612 observations across 306 participants. Furthermore, although measured
longitudinally, only depressive symptoms from Waves II and III were used in the model; thus,
we adjust for depressive symptoms reported at Wave I. All models were analyzed using the
“XT” commands in Stata 14.0.
We used a model-building strategy to assess the influence of sexual-identity mobility on
depressive symptoms. In Model 1, we included measures of identity mobility and prior reports of
depressive symptoms ( i.e., at baseline) to examine subsequent levels of depressive symptoms.
Model 2 adjusted for age, race/ethnicity, education, and baseline sexual orientation identity.
Model 3 included variables reflecting disclosure to family members, number of years baseline
identity was maintained, and changes in gender/sex of committed partners. To examine whether
the effect of identity mobility on depressive symptoms varied by number of years in baseline
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identity in Model 4, we examined interactions between identity-change status and the number of
years participants had identified with their baseline sexual identity. In Model 5, we examined
interactions between identity-change status and the proportion of family members to whom the
participant had disclosed their baseline identity. Finally, Model 6 examined whether initiating a
new romantic relationship with a male partner moderated the effect of identity-change status
when compared to not having initiated a relationship with a male.
Finally, we present the predicted probabilities from lagged, random-effect logistic
regression models for major depressive episode clinical cutoffs using the “XTlogit” and
“Margins” commands in Stata 14. Predicted probabilities are derived from two models. The first
model includes all simple associations, including sociodemographic characteristics, sexualidentity mobility indicators, prior depressive symptoms, number of years with most recent selfascribed sexual identity, disclosure to family members, and changes in the gender/sex of
relationship partners. The second model presents predicted probabilities by sexual-identity
mobility status and number of years with baseline self-ascribed sexual identity, adjusting for all
other covariates in the first model2.

RESULTS
Table 1 presents descriptive statistics for the analytic sample. Between Wave I and II,
12% of participants reported a change toward a more same-gender/sex-oriented identity and 13%
of participants reported a change toward a less same-gender/sex-oriented identity. In contrast,
from Wave II to Wave III, just 7% of participants reported a more same-gender/sex-oriented

2

Supplementary analyses were conducted that interacted identity mobility with disclosure and
change in relationship status. These interactions were not significant and are therefore not
presented in the paper but are available from the corresponding author upon request.
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identity and 18% reported a less same-gender/sex-oriented identity. The percent of exclusively
lesbian-identified participants was 70% at both waves. On average, participants reported that
they had disclosed their sexual identity to 75% of their family at Wave I and 80% at Wave III.
On average, participants indicated that they had identified with the sexual identity reported at
Wave I for 16 years, and with the identity reported at Wave II for the previous 18 years.
(Table 1 about here)
Between Waves I and II and Waves II and III, respectively, the percentage of women
who began a new relationship with a male partner was much smaller than those who began a new
relationship with a female partner: compared to 34% and 40% of women who began a
relationship with a woman, 5% and 7% of women began a relationship with a man between
Waves I and II and between Waves II and III, respectively.
Table 2 presents mean scores for depressive symptoms and the percent of participants
who met criteria for a major depressive episode according to their sexual-identity mobility status.
Women who reported changes toward more same-sex-oriented identities reported significantly
higher levels of depressive symptoms (M = 5.54) than women who reported a stable sexual
identity (M = 4.51, p < .05). By contrast, women who reported changes toward less same-sexoriented identities reported levels of depressive symptoms (M = 5.21) that were not statistically
different from either other sexual-identity mobility group. Forty percent of the women in the
sample who reported a stable sexual identity over time met the clinical cutoff for a major
depressive episode, compared to about 51% of women who reported a shift towards more samesex-oriented identities and about 54% of women who reported less same-sex-oriented identities.
Thus, both groups of women who reported changes in their sexual identity were at greater risk of
reporting a major depressive episode than those who reported a stable sexual identity.
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(Table 2 about here)
Differences in Depressive Symptoms by Sexual-identity Mobility
Table 3 presents coefficients for sexual-identity mobility and other covariates derived
from OLS regressions for prospective associations with depressive symptomology.
(Table 3 about here)
Results from Model 1 show that changes toward more (B = 0.76, p < .05) same-sex-oriented
identities were associated with a greater number of depressive symptoms in subsequent waves.
This finding holds, and in fact becomes stronger (B = 0.98, p < .05) after adjustments for other
sociodemographic characteristics are included in Model 2. Model 3 includes sociodemographic
characteristics and adjusts for other measures (the number of years the participant identified with
the baseline identity, disclosure to family members, and change in gender/sex of partner). These
additional measures were not significantly related to depressive symptoms in Model 3.
Participants who reported shifts toward more same-gender/sex-oriented identities report more
depressive symptoms compared to those with stable identities (B = 0.95, p < .05)
Models 4–6 tested interaction hypotheses. Model 4 includes all previous covariates and
an interaction between the number of years that participants identified with their baseline identity
and identity-mobility status. These results show that as the number of years a woman spent
identifying with her baseline identity increased the more punitive the identity change was for
mental health (see Figure 1). The results in Model 5, that tested an interaction between identity
change status and the number of family members to whom a participant disclosed their sexual
identity was not significant.
Model 6 included an interaction between identity-mobility status and initiating a romantic
relationship with a male partner. Findings show that shifts towards more same-gender/sex-
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oriented identities were associated with an increase in depressive symptoms (B = 1.05, p<.05).
For women who reported changes toward a less same-gender/sex-oriented identity, initiating a
new relationship with a male partner was not associated with similar risk for an increase in
depressive symptoms (B = 0.57 + 0.21 – 2.74). Rather, these participants showed an overall
reduction of depressive symptoms (see Figure 2). There were no women who reported a more
same-gender/sex-oriented identity and had initiated a relationship with a male between waves.
Table 4 presents predicted probabilities for scoring above the major depressive disorder
cutoff based on identity-mobility status and years spent identifying with most recent identity.
The results showed that as the number of years increased for persons who did not report changes
in sexual identity, the probability of experiencing a major depressive disorder actually decreased.
For example, women who reported having identified with their baseline identity for 0 to 4 years
had a 48.5% chance of exceeding cutoffs indicating a subsequent depressive episode, compared
with 42.2% for women who had identified for 15 to 19 years, and 34.1% for women who had
identified for 35 or more years.
(Table 4 about here)
In direct contrast, among women who reported any change in sexual identity, the longer they had
reported identifying with their most recent sexual identity, the higher their likelihood of meeting
criteria for a major depressive episode subsequent to that change. For example, women who
reported changes to more same-sex-oriented identities yet had only self-ascribed their baseline
sexual identity for 0 to 4 years, had a 40.3% probability of meeting criteria for a major
depressive episode, compared to a 61.2% probability for women who reported changes to more
same-sex-oriented identities yet had self-ascribed their baseline identity for 35 or more years.
Similarly, women who reported changes to less same-sex-oriented identities, yet had only
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identified with their baseline sexual identity for 0 to 4 years, had a 42.1% probability of meeting
criteria for a depressive episode, compared to a 59.8% probability for women who reported
changes to less same-sex-oriented identities yet had self-ascribed their most recent sexual
identity for 35 or more years.

DISCUSSION
These results provide new insights into an understudied contributor to adult sexual
minority women’s mental health. In our sample, it was relatively common for adult sexual
minority women to report a change in sexual identity over time: 25% of the sample reported a
change in identity between Waves I and II; similarly, 25% of the sample reported a change in
identity between Waves II and III. This finding is consistent with other research indicating that
sexual-identity change may be relatively common, especially among women (Diamond, 2000;
Mock & Eibach, 2012; Ott et al., 2011; Savin-Williams et al., 2012). Unfortunately, studies and
narratives that have documented sexual fluidity in women’s lives have included little information
about the consequences of sexual fluidity for women’s health and well-being.
Extant research has focused almost exclusively on adolescent and young adult
populations and has provided mixed results on the relationship between sexual fluidity and
mental health: some studies have suggested no difference in the mental health outcomes of
individuals who have reported changes in attraction (Needham, 2012), whereas others have
shown that only shifts toward same-gender/sex-oriented identities were linked to depressive
symptoms (Everett, 2015). Our results are consistent with the finding from Everett (2015) that
shifts towards more same-gender/sex-oriented identities were associated with higher levels of
depressive symptoms. Importantly, however, we extend previous research by showing that in
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some contexts, adult sexual minority women who shift towards less same-gender/sex-oriented
identities are also at risk for elevated depressive symptoms and depressive episodes (i.e., based
on years spent self-ascribing a particular sexual identity).
Findings of the present study suggest that the effect of sexual-identity mobility on
depressive symptoms is dependent on at least two key identity-relevant characteristics: number
of years an identity is maintained and initiation of a committed relationship with an oppositegender/sex partner. Indeed, the negative effects of identity change are concentrated among
women who had maintained their identity for many years. This is true for both women who
report changes toward more same-gender/sex-oriented identities and those who report changes
toward less same-gender/sex-oriented identities. We argue that the presumption that sexual
identity is an intrinsic, stable, and binary quality, which persists in the larger society (in both
heterosexual and gay/lesbian populations), may be an egregious contributor to mental health
problems among women who report attractions to or engage in behaviors with both men and
women as well as among those who report changes in their sexual identity over time. This
interpretation is supported by qualitative research findings that lesbian and bisexual women
whose sexual identity changes in the direction of less same-gender/sex-oriented identities often
face criticism from both heterosexual and gay communities (Diamond, 2003; Tabatabai &
Linders, 2011). Such women expressed concerns about fulfilling heterosexist stereotypes about
lesbians (e.g., that they were not really lesbian or bisexual, or that their same-gender/sex
sexuality was “just a phase”). Further, new results from Katz-Wise and Hyde (2014) show that
women who are sexually fluid are more likely to have positive attitudes about bisexuality and
sexual fluidity as a process, compared with women who do not report fluidity (see also Parent et
al., 2015). Efforts to reduce stigma surrounding sexual fluidity and identity change in the lives of
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women may be an important step in eliminating or reducing mental health disparities based on
sexual orientation.
The current findings that any change in identity status was associated with risk of
psychological distress stands in contrast to the recent study using the National Longitudinal
Study of Adolescent to Adult Health by Everett (2015) which found that only shifts towards
more same-gender/sex-oriented identities were associated with depressive symptoms. The mean
age of this sample was 28.77 at the follow-up period. These contrasting findings may be
explained by differences in age between the CHLEW sample and Everett’s (2015) study
samples. The mean age of the CHLEW sample was 38 years at Wave I and 48 years at Wave III.
Thus, sexual-identity transitions reported in this current study necessarily occurred after
adolescence, a developmental period in which a certain amount of fluidity and/or stress is
expected during sexual-identity development (Floyd and Bakeman, 2006; Rosario et al., 2001;
Valentine, Skelton, and Butler, 2003). Similar to other research on sexual fluidity among
samples of adult sexual minority women (Diamond, 2000, 2008), we observed that a substantial
proportion of sexual minority women in our sample reported sexual-identity changes well into
adulthood.
In addition to the sample age differences, Everett’s (2015) study sample did not assess
length of time participants had maintained their baseline identity. Given the comparatively young
age of the sample, it is possible that many of the study participants had not spent many years
identifying as bisexual or lesbian and thus the negative effects of sexual-identity changes were
not pronounced. Many of the women in the CHLEW sample had identified as sexual minority
for an extended period of time and may have been in long-term, same-gender/sex romantic
relationships. Such individuals typically develop many social relationships in which sexual
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orientation is a defining feature, and they are often deeply integrated into sexual minority
communities. Thus, identity change for women transitioning toward less same-gender/sexoriented identities may be fraught with anxieties similar to those previously encountered by
women who moved toward more same-gender/sex-oriented identities.
Interestingly, women’s level of disclosure to family members did not affect the relation
between identity change and depressive symptoms. This may be because the women in the
CHLEW are adults who live independently and disclosure to family members may be less
important or less necessary at their stage of life.
Our findings also suggest that, among sexual minority women who begin a relationship
with a male partner, a corresponding change in sexual identity may be protective for mental
health, as it likely reduces cognitive dissonance. That is, our findings showed that sexual
minority women who began a committed relationship with a man and also reported a
corresponding change toward a less same-gender/sex-oriented identity between waves
subsequently reported reduced depressive symptoms. Thus, shifts in identity do not appear to be
universally detrimental for mental health, especially if such changes alleviate cognitive
dissonance.
Competing group memberships are problematic for identity development and stability
(Stryker & Burke, 2000). In the context of sexual orientation, previous research has found that
casual sexual encounters with men are not a strong driver of sexual-identity change among
sexual minority women (Diamond, 2003). However, a lesbian-identified woman in a long-term,
committed relationship with a male partner may find that her lesbian identity and her identity as
a woman in a relationship with a male partner are not sustainable, co-existing identities—which
may motivate identity change. For a bisexual woman, the challenge of aligning her sexual-
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identity with the gender/sex of her relationship partner may be a consistent source of stress and,
in part, explain the robust finding that bisexual women have poorer mental health than either
lesbian or heterosexual women (e.g. Bostwick et al., 2010). Indeed, it is difficult in the context of
a single romantic or sexual partnership to externally validate a bisexual-identity, given that most
modern, romantic couplings are dyads.
Interestingly, our results show no differences between exclusively lesbian women and
“mostly” lesbian or bisexual identified women. Supplementary analyses examining whether the
effect of identity change varied by baseline sexual identity were not significant. This is likely due
to very few women identifying as bisexual in the initial sample recruitment (n=10, 3%). Given
the differential stigma reported by bisexual women, perceived from both their heterosexual and
gay/lesbian peers, it is possible that their experiences of sexual-identity mobility are different
from the experiences of other women. More research is necessary to investigate how different
trajectories of sexual-identity development impact diverse sexual minority sub-populations.
Several limitations of this research should be noted. First, the CHLEW study used nonprobability sampling methods to recruit sexual minority women in one geographic area (Chicago
metropolitan). Thus, the results are limited in their generalizability. Second, we were unable to
capture the degree or magnitude of sexual-identity changes that may have occurred before
participants were interviewed in Wave I or between study waves. For example, some women
may have changed identity multiple times and in different directions between waves; thus, our
indicators of identity change may not accurately reflect the heterogeneity in mobility among
participants. This would be a conservative bias, however, given that it would likely result in
underestimates of the degree of identity mobility experienced by the women in the sample.
Third, the sample is limited to women who identified as sexual minorities at the time of
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recruitment—therefore, heterosexual women who may have previously identified as lesbian or
bisexual were not included. Fourth, while we focus on several identity-relevant moderating
characteristics, there may be other changes in social circumstances that alter associations
between sexual-identity mobility and mental health. Changes in social environment and changes
in the cultural acceptance of LGBT persons over time, for example, may both influence the
timing and pattern of sexual-identity development. It’s possible that individuals may change their
sexual identities based on perceived shifts in expectations for identity standards. Finally, sample
size limited the statistical power of our analyses. The results presented here are conservative
estimates of the effects of identity change on depressive symptoms. It should also be noted that
only 21-28% of variance was accounted for in our models, indicating that other variables likely
contribute to the processes examined in our analyses. Finally, our sample is restricted to women.
Future research should investigate whether changes in sexual identity have similar effects on
depressive symptoms among men.
Despite these limitations, this research provides new evidence for understanding mental
health disparities among sexual minority women. Our study is the first to use longitudinal data
from a large sample of adult women to examine the relationship between sexual-identity change
and depressive symptoms and its moderating factors. Nearly 25% of the current sample reported
a change in identity over approximately 5-year intervals, and these changes had important
implications for mental health. Moreover, this study investigated the circumstances under which
identity changes are most, and least, likely to impact women’s mental health. More research is
needed to understand factors that contribute to women’s health and well-being during periods of
identity change.
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When working with sexual minority women, clinicians and health care providers should
familiarize themselves with clients’ sexual orientation development histories to the extent they
have relevance for current mental health functioning. In particular, it should be noted that
changes in sexual identity are not uncommon for a subset of this population and are not
necessarily indicative of underlying pathology. Indeed, Diamond (2008, 2012) argues that
transitions in sexual identity may reflect attempts to accurately represent and resolve fluctuations
in sexual experiences and desires over time. Thus, providers should take care to ask detailed
questions about the context in which such identity changes occur, as it possible that some
changes in sexual identity precipitate improved mental health.
New theories, such as Sexual Configurations Theory (van Anders, 2015), are encouraging
researchers to grapple with the multidimensional and dynamic aspects of sexuality. While far
from a formal test of this theory, by creating space for variation in both identity and sexual
behavior over the life course, this study is a step forward in acknowledging the complexity of
women’s sexuality and the implications of such complexities for mental health. Future research
should examine the impact of identity mobility on sexual-orientation disparities in mental health
using population-level data. Efforts to reduce the stigma surrounding sexual-identity changes,
including changes toward less same-gender/sex-oriented identities, may be key to improving the
mental health of sexual-minority women. Emphasizing the normative nature of sexual-identity
transitions in the lives of women, rather than viewing transitions as unusual or deviant, may be
an important first step for public health interventionists and clinicians working to improve the
health and well-being of sexual minority women.
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Table 1. Descriptive Statistics for analytic sample
M/%
Mobility, Waves I to II
More Same-Gender/Sex Oriented
Less Same-Gender/Sex Oriented
Stable Identity

12.39
13.25
74.36

Mobility, Waves II to III
More Same-Gender/Sex Oriented
Less Same-Gender/Sex Oriented
Stable Identity

7.34
17.57
75.09

Exclusively Lesbian WI
Exclusively Lesbian WII

69.45
69.97

Age

37.80

Race/Ethnicity (%)
White
Black
Latina
Other race

51.60
24.49
18.15
5.76

Education (%)
High school
Some college
College Degree

8.65
25.94
65.41

Family Disclosure, WI (%)
Family Disclosure, WII (%)

0.75
0.80

Years Identified with Baseline Identity, WI (%)
Years Identified with Baseline Identity, WII (%)

15.69
18.12

Initiated Relationship With Male Between WI and WII (%)
Initiated Relationship With Female Between WI and WII (%)

5.48
34.29

Initiated Relationship With Male Between WII and WIII (%)
Initiated Relationship With Female Between WII and WIII (%)

7.35
40.26

Depressive Symptoms, WI
Depressive Symptoms, WII
Depressive Symptoms, WIII

6.05
5.19
4.54

Clinical Cutoff, WII
45.10
Clinical Cutoff, WIII
43.80
Source: Chicago Health and Life Experiences of Women; M=mean; N=306
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Table 2. Depression Indicators by Identity Mobility
Stable
More Same-Gender/Sex
Identity
M/%

95% CI

M/%

95% CI

Less Same-Gender/Sex
M/%

95% CI

Depressive Symptoms
4.51
(4.19, 4.82)
5.54
(4.85, 6.23) **
5.21 (4.59, 5.83)
Clinical Cutoff
40.35 (35.81, 44.90) 50.85 (37.96, 63.74)
53.8 (43.53, 63.17) *
Source: Chicago Health and Life Experiences of Women; Referent in Parentheses
† p < .10. * p < .05 ** p < .01 *** p < .001 ; M=mean; CI=Confidence Interval
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Table 3. Coefficients from OLS random effects regressions examining the relationship between identity change and depressive symptoms
Model 1
Model 2
Model 3
Model 4
Model 5
Model 6
B
SE
B
SE
B
SE
B
SE
B
SE
B
SE
Identity Mobility (Stable Identity)
More Same-Gender/Sex Oriented
0.76 (0.36) *
0.98 (0.44) *
0.95 (0.46) *
1.03 (0.46) *
0.60 (0.45) † 1.05 (0.46)
Less Same-Gender/Sex Oriented
0.47 (0.31)
0.24 (0.32)
0.25 (0.33)
0.33 (0.33)
0.30 (0.33)
0.57 (0.35)

*

Baseline Identity (Exclusively Lesbian
Not Exclusively Lesbian

-0.29 (0.33)

Race/Ethnicity (non-Hispanic white)
Black
Latina
Other race

0.69 (0.35)
0.41 (0.40)
0.78 (0.57)

*

0.72 (0.36)
0.39 (0.41)
0.64 (0.58)

*

0.73 (0.35)
0.40 (0.40)
0.55 (0.57)

*

0.69 (0.36)
0.40 (0.41)
0.62 (0.58)

*

0.68 (0.34)
0.41 (0.40)
0.57 (0.56)

Education (High School or Less)
Some College
College Graduate

-1.03 (0.54)
-1.23 (0.50)

*
*

-0.91 (0.54)
-1.20 (0.51)

†
*

-0.91 (0.54)
-1.20 (0.51)

†
*

-0.99 (0.55)
-1.26 (0.51)

†
*

-0.86 (0.54)
-1.22 (0.51)

Currently In a Relationship

-0.89 (0.25) *** -0.94 (0.26) *** -0.91 (0.26) *** -0.96 (0.25) *** -0.89 (0.26) ***

Age

-0.03 (0.01)

-0.27 (0.34)

*

Years Identified with Baseline Identity

-0.02 (0.01)

-0.37 (0.34)

†

0.00 (0.01)

More Same-Gender/Sex Identified*Years Identified
Less Same-Gender/Sex Identified*Years Identified
Family Disclosure at Baseline

-0.03 (0.01)

0.00

*

-0.02 (0.01)
0.06 (0.04)
0.07 (0.03)

0.00

-0.19 (0.36)

0.00

†

0.00 (0.01)

0.00 (0.01)

0.00

0.00

0.00 (0.00)

0.44 (0.04) ***

0.40 (0.04) ***

*
†

-0.01 (0.01)
0.01 (0.01)
-0.09 (0.57)
0.25 (0.24)

0.36 (0.24)
0.24 (0.57)

-0.06 (0.57)
0.22 (0.24)

More Same-Gender/Sex Identified*Male Relationship
Less Same-Gender/Sex Identified*Male Relationship
Distress, Wave I

-0.02 (0.01)

*

†
*

More Sam-Gender/ Sex Identified*Family Disclosure
Less Same-Gender/Sex Identified*Family Disclosure
Initiated Relationship With Male Between Waves
Initiated Relationship With Female Between Waves

-0.02 (0.01)

-0.33 (0.34)

0.21 (0.24)
1.23 (0.76)
-----2.74 (1.04) **

0.41 (0.04) ***

Adjusted R2
0.21
0.26
0.26
Rho
0.39
0.37
0.36
Source: Chicago Health and Life Experiences of Women; Referent in Parentheses

0.40 (0.04) ***

0.41 (0.04) ***

0.41 (0.04) ***

0.28
0.35

0.27
0.36

0.27
0.36

Notes: Sensitivity F-tests were conducted to test for improvements in model fit with the inclusion of additional interactions in Models 4-6 using
OLS regressions. Significant improvements (p<.01) in model fit were found for Models 4 and 6.
† p < .10. * p < .05 ** p < .01 *** p < .001
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Table 4. Predicted probabilities for meeting DSM-V major depressive disorder cutoff
Stable Identity
Total Population

41.42

(0.02)

Years Spent Identifying with Baseline Identity
0 to 4
48.53
(0.04)
5 to 9
46.41
(0.04)
10 to 14
44.3
(0.03)
15 to 19
42.21
(0.03)
20 to 24
40.14
(0.03)
25 to 29
38.1
(0.03)
30 to 34
36.09
(0.04)
35 or more
34.13
(0.05)

More SameGender/Sex

Less SameGender/Sex

48.85

(0.07)

50.24

(0.05)

40.31
43.26
46.25
49.27
52.28
55.28
58.25
61.17

(0.11)
(0.09)
(0.08)
(0.07)
(0.08)
(0.09)
(0.10)
(0.12)

42.06
44.58
47.12
49.67
52.22
54.76
57.28
59.77

(0.09)
(0.08)
(0.06)
(0.05)
(0.05)
(0.06)
(0.08)
(0.10)

Source: Chicago Health and Life Experiences of Women
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